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About This Content

The Worms™ Reloaded "Forts Pack" features 20 addictive and challenging single-player levels, based upon a variety of fort-
based mission objectives. The "Forts Pack" also includes 10 brand new forts for multi-player battles, 3 new hats, 3 new speech

banks, 3 new gravestones, a new "Fort" landscape theme and 12 new Achievements.

Key Features

20 new single-player fort missions

1 new "Fort" landscape theme.

10 new forts.

3 new hats.

3 new speech banks.

3 new gravestones.

12 new Achievements.
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best game ever. 10/10 time killer. This is such a sweet little game. I've never particularly cared for Minesweeper or Match-3
type games, and I admittedly probably wouldn't have bought this if not for a friend, but I'm glad I-- well it was still gifted to me.
Ish.

Anyway! This game has a very nice aesthetic. Very nice music too, and even very nice writing! The gameplay, once you figure it
out, is fun. Honestly the only mark down I'd give it just that the mechanics can be a bit obfuscated sometimes. But it's fun to
figure things out on your own. Just play around! It's really not bad at all. Rather lovely even!. This pack is for People who
already bought and own
$5 Starter Pack, and $20 Epic Pack (Legendary Prince),
and still stuck in hard-time on your League.

i am League 11, and got stuck.
Because i can't win against opponents who have 1~3 Legendary cards.

Now, this Athena card help me, and i can win and proceed to higher League.

(Note: How to get Athena without This DLC ?
it is unlocked at League 1, so in other words, it is one of "League 1 Exclusive Card".
To get Athena,
You would need to reach League 1 to "Unlock" it,
then you need to buy and open tons of Demigods chests
to "Discover" it. (depends on your Real Luck)).

With this DLC, i got Athena , and it help me to League up from League 11 to...

a Warning, 1500 Gems from the DLC doesn't get counted for VIP progress.. Waste of $6. Good luck getting a refund.. Maybe
good for an arcade but at home not that fun. Other similar wave shooters that are better.. My first ever Steam review is also this
games first ever Steam review. After purchasing a game and being left with $3.07, I found nothing to buy. The next morning I
went to school and when I came home I found this game waiting. I bought it and deciding to play it.

 I get it and see how cute my little villagers are. Unaware of what to do I send a man, Steve, on an adventure. Suddenly...bullets I
think...start flying and Steve is dead. My other villagers stand there as I slowly starve. People came out and shot one of my
buildings, probably leading to this food shortage. I have alot of research left to do on this game.

  If you have some spare change I recommend buying this game and trying it out. I very much do enjoy it. Toodles.

The game needs improvement but its good for a low price.. Oh, Duelboot, I hate you. Why do you do this to me?! Why do you
make a game that's so good to experience but so hard to talk about without completely spoiling?! I feel like I'm in some kind of
weird verbal bondage where I can't really say what I want and have forgotten the safe word. Oh well, I'm still going to try
treading on eggshells here and talking about this and we'll just see what happens. Here goes...

I originally saw this on sale and had the words "walking simulator" and "adventure" and "sci-fi" jump out at me, all things which
I'm a fan of, so I figured at 99c I probably couldn't complain either way no matter how it turned out. I didn't read any further on
it beyond the general positive score, and, boy, am I glad that's as much digging as I did. This really is a game that benefits from
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some blissful ignorance before going into it, save for maybe the fact that it's pretty much completely devoid of conflict of any
kind and is instead based mostly on "purpose". At least in as much as you have a role to play and a function to fulfil and that will
pretty much be the extent of the gameplay.

You awake on the titular station and are immediately given a test on your mental state and told to perform it again every 30
days. You are then given the task of maintaining the station's plant and tree life for future endeavours and to also check them
every 30 days. What follows is the strange juxtaposition of tasks of tedium among a spectacular setting... basically a janitor in
space. There's more to it than that, as you'll explore the handful of rooms that make up the station and read various log entries,
but all that is best left to your own discovery.

I know it sounds like a total non-event, but I promise you there's more to it than that.

It kind of reminded me of the classic '60s TV show The Prisoner. It was weird and never really explained itself and by the end
you probably had more questions about everything than answers, but still thoroughly enjoyed your time with it the whole way.
That was definitely my experience with it.

The only complaint I'd probably have is I was left wanting more. Sniffing around every inch of the station to try finding new
things to see or possibly interact with took up the lion's share of my hour or two with this title, and I do wish it could have been
eked out to something longer and the concept expanded upon. But otherwise, the brief time I spent is something that still
managed to have great impact and will stay with me for a while, and I strongly recommend you take the time with it, too.

Oh, I just remembered... the safe word is Verde Station.. Highly recommended! Thank you for creating games of this genre!
Very clear, uncluttered interface, everything is easy to read.
The digital soundtrack adds much to the simulation.
The only recommendation we would have is to change the graphics used to depict crops and fields. Perhaps a more muted color
scheme?
Again, thanks for creating Archaeological simulations! Keep up the great work!. I love this game. I love the puzzle concept. You
have to really think before shooting, as the hostage moves on EVERY shot. This really complicates the game. I would love to
hear from players or the developer on how they beat missions, and the difference on how they complete the mission. 9\/10,
would recommend. Hope this game actually makes it to the big leagues.
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Vampire is the sequel to exceed gun bullet children and it really feels so, the gameplay is revamped, the soundtrack is awesome
and the action feels more fast paced.
In this game you can't choose a character like in the previous one, and the main feature is polarity changing, dealing more dmg
to the inverse polarity while being inmune to the current one, pretty much like ikaruga.
If you care about cards you might want to buy the entire saga to recover most of the money you spent, if you only want a good
shmup bullet hell then just buy this game separately.. Jerking off to plants while looking at pretty girls in the office... Hmm
seems just like my real life.. How convenient.. High contrast blue and red? Still edgy as all heck? Count me in!

in all seriousness- it's the nice edgy pack if you also want your characters to match~

(but if that isn't enough of a reason for you, you're better off waiting for a sale). Awoke in a laboratory of some sort. Heard
strange noises. Headed to the main hall, where a bunch of guys were suspiciously eyeing each other, pointing guns. Horrid
noises started coming out of my radio, whisperings of some sort. All hell broke loose. Screams, gunshots. Out of the corner of
my eyes, I saw movement. A huge being, attacking humans, jumping insanely high. Ran for my life. Heard screams. Found a
shuttle. Ran for it. Two of the creatures were waiting for me, scrambled over, shred my body apart. I'm dead.

Or am I ? There are humans alive still.

Shred trem apart.... Game abandonned by the dev. Sadly.. Puts wads and generic rotating brown things into the darkness.
Throws in a million matches. I hear fire, I see glowing logs, but want flame. Where is my FLAME?! Adjusting settings, change
locations....nope. Poke poke poke. Glowing chocolate bar just rolled out of the fireplace into the living room. Repeat.

Update: Thanks Ice Water Games -- I applyed the fix. I went into the game foder, right clicked Fire Place.exe, went to
properties and chose the checkbox "Run this program in compatibility mode for Windows 8. Not sure why this worked, but it
did. I have windows 10. It's better.. Always wanted to be Zechs flying the Tallguise. This fills the roll almost perfectly. Without
all the actual killing and blowing up.

10/10 would steal a white prototype mobile suit again.
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